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THE MINIMAL PROJECTIVE EXTENSION OF THE
STRUCTURE SPACE OF A RING

By YOUNG LIM PARK

The projectivity underlying question has been introduced in [3J and a great deal of
work has been done by [1, 2, 4, 6 and 7]. The purpose of this note is to present a new
relevant result.

In the sequel, we will let C denote the category of Hausdorff spaces and their conti
nuous maps and K denote the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and their continu
ous maps. By a projective object in the category C, we mean an object XEC such that,
if h : X~Z in C is onto, then any mapping f : X--~Z can be lifted; that is, there is a
mapping g : X-> Y such that hg=f. By a projective cover of X in the category C we
mean an onto mapping f: K->X such that K is a projective object in C and f maps
no proper closed subset of K onto X. For a compact Hausdorff space E, if f: K->E is
the projective cover of E, K is called the minimal projective extension of E. Amongst
other things [3J and [7J have -proved the following.

THEOREM 1. In the category K, the projectiroe objects are precisely the extremally dis
connected spaces.

THEOREM 2. For every object XEK, there exists a minimal projective extensi01l P in
K of X, and if Ph P2 are minimal projective extensions of X, then PI and P2 are
homeomorphic.

With the same technique applied to the proof of the Proposition 3 in Cl] one can
show the following:

Let E be a compact Hausdorff space, let RoCE) be the collection of its regular open
subsets and QCE) be the space of maximal filters M~Ro(E) whose topology is generated
by the set QvCE)={Mlvc-=MEQ(E)}. The QCE) is an extremally disconnected compact
Hausdorff space. Denote the mapping Q(E)->E which assigns to each MEQ(E) its limit
point by limE. Then limE: Q(E)->E is the projective cover of E, i. e., Q(E) is the
minimal projective extension of E.

In what follows, every ring will mean a commutative semi-simple ring with unity.

Let A be a ring, and denote by J(A) the set of all annihilar ideals of A and by
MCA) the set of all maximal ideals of A. Define, for each aEA, the function a on
MCA) by a(M)=a+ MEAlM. Let Sea) be the cozero set of a, i. e. S(a) = {Mla(M)
::;t::O}. The topology on M(A) generated by the cozero sets {Sea)} aeA will be referred
to as the Stone-Zariski topology.

In [6J it is shown that the structure space of the maximal ring of quotients of CCX)
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endowed with the Stone-ZarisJci topology is the minimal projective extension of fJx. It
will be seen that one ClQl generalize this result for the class of structure spaces of com
mutative semi-simple ri.n8s. To proceed we introduce some fundamental notations. For'
an ideal Iof A define M(!) as M(!)= (MIMeM(A). M~l}, for a subset U of M(A)
define .4(U) as 4(U)= n{Me U} and for a subset U of a topological space E define
(Jl as lJl=E-ClsU where Cls denotes the closure operator with respect to the space
E. Then one can show that V is a regular open set of E if and only if V--(Jl for
some open set U of E. Also noting that ClMwU={MIMEM(A), M::J.d(U)} one
shows that lJl=(Mo.d)(U) and I*=(.doM)(l) where I*={alal=O}.

These preceding results lead to the formation of a lemma and a theorem due to [5J,
namely

LEMMA 3. J(A)=.Ro(M(A».

THEOREM 4. J(A)-J(Q(A», wllere Q(A) denotes eke 1fIIU:imal ring of quotients or
A. If A is ratiOtl4lly complete. then J(A):::=A,o, AO de1Wtes tlte algebril of idl1'f1l/1fltents·
of A. .

As a preliminary step to ohtaining the final result, we state the following lemma.

LEMMA 5. If A is refP;lltu-, then M(A)::::M(Al!).

Proof. Clearly the mapping M-MnAo is one-to-one and onto. For each eeAo, put
MO(e)= {peM(Al!)lp§e}. Then {MO(e)} (eEA0) form a base for M(Al!). Noting that for
any ileA, there exists rEA such that arEAo. Now one shows that M(A) nAO=MO(ar)
for ilEA and M(e) nAO=MO(e) for each eeAo. This shows that the mapping carries.
the base for M(A) onto the base for M(Al!).

THEoREM 6. If M(A) is Hausdorff, then the st1"lUtlu"e space M(Q(A» is tlte minimol:
projectiTJe ezten.sion of M(A).

Proof. Since Q(A) is regular, we have M(Q(A»-M(Q(A)l!) and Q(A)O=J(Q(A»
=.Ro(M(A». Now, let D(MCA». be the space of maximal filters U in Ro(M(A». Then
M(R.o(M(A»)-O(M(A» under the mapping M-JoUJf where uM={plp'EM, p' is the
complement of P w. r. t. MCA)}. Since M(A) is Hausdorff, the mapping limMOO : O(M
(A»-M(A) is the projective cover of MCA).

CoROLLARY 1: For a comjJact Hausdorff spaee E, M(Q(CCE)) is the minimal projec-
tiw uttmsil1B of E.

The discussion up to now has been within the framework of the injective system.
Within the projective system as dual, we also see the following:

Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space, and 0"'1,.denote the collection of dense open ~

subsets of X. For each DEqo. fJD denotes its Stone-Cech compactification and C* (D)
denotes the ring of real-valued bounded continuous functions on D. Then the family {.8D}
CDeqO) together with {~DB*} BeD> B, D6fI where ~DB· is defined as the dual of the natural.
restritcion homomorphism ~DB: C*CD)-e*CE) form a projective system in the category"
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-of compact Hausdorff spaces and their continuous maps, and one can show that the
.system has the project limit lim_DR•.,BD.

CoROLLARY 2. The projective limit lim_D....,BD is the minimal. projective extension of
fiX.
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